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A GRAPHICAL ETHERNET

MONITORING SYSTEM (GEMS)

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background.

A local area network (LAN) is a physical network

technology that operates at very high speeds over short

distances (i.e., from tens of megabits per second through

several gigabits per second up to a few thousand meters)

[COME 88]. A LAN is generally used for the internal

transfer of data and information within an organization

[JORD 87]. Currently, there are three types of popular LAN:

Token Ring (IEEE Standard 802.5), Token Bus (IEEE Standard

802.4), and Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision

Detection (CSMA/CD) (IEEE Standard 802.3). For the purpose

of this study, attention is directed to CSMA/CD networks.

The most well-known example of CSMA/CD is Ethernet, a

popular packet-switched network technology developed by the

Xerox Corporation. According to a recent survey conducted

by Computer Intelligence, Inc., Ethernet continues to be the

dominant format for local area networks and fully 75 percent

of all LANs currently installed use Ethernet technology

[XERO 89].
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In 1984, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

indicated its interest in Ethernet by developing a network

program, or PC/IP, consisting of a PC-DOS command system

intended for operation by IBM and IBM-compatible personal

computers. PC/IP provides facilities which transform the PC

into a directly attachable network host rather than using

the PC as only a simulated terminal. These facilities in-

clude TELNET, FTP, MH, WHOIS, FINGER, PING, and NETWATCH,

the latter of which lies in the area of concern of this

study.

Between 1985 and 1987, a modification of PC/IP was

undertaken at Stanford University and the upgraded version

is referred to as SU-PC/IP. The SU-PC/IP NETWATCH facility

displays network traffic on the screen of the IBM-PC family

and may usefully be employed for debugging Ethernet network

operations. NETWATCH monitors the attached local broadcast

network, displaying one line of information for every

observed packet. This information consists of the Ethernet

type field, the destination and source local network ad-

dress, the packet length, the value of the protocol type

field, and first eight bytes of the packet's data portion.

However, these information categories are considered by

NETWATCH to be independent entities and NETWATCH does not

provide integral system information. It is this lacuna

which has lead to the development of a graphical Ethernet

monitoring system (GEMS) for this study.
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1.2 Necessities of Network Monitoring

A network consists of a series of host systems

connected together, usually by cable, among which data

packets may be exchanged. The cable itself is invisible to

programs and what occurs within it cannot be observed. When

a user on one host exchanges data with another, awareness of

the nature of the traffic is confined only to the traffic

between the two hosts. In order for a network manager to

gain complete understanding of activity conducted on the

entire network, statistics of the whole network must be

available for review. With the statistics, the network can

be more efficiently managed. For example, if it is found

that a host is receiving too many packets and has approached

the maximum capacity of its input port, the network manager

should be able to consider an increase in the input port

capacity of that host. Also, maintaining a network history

is important for the preparation and management of future

network modifications. This will subsequently be discussed

in greater detail.

1.3 Why GEMS ?

With only the SU-PC/IP NETWATCH it is very difficult

to compare the volume of packets destined to each host.

NETWATCH cannot compare the traffic volume of various

Ethernet packet types. To make matters worse, NETWATCH does

not have a function for recording network history , e.g.,

recording the number of packets per specified time interval

or recording the occurrence times of serious problem
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situations. A historical record is useful when tracing a

network failure or for preparing statistics for the

determination of future network modifications.

GEMS consists of two main functions. The first is to

graphically display network statistics. It can show a list

of host names attached to the network and display eight bar-

graphs in color which describe, both for the accumulated

time and for selected time interval, the number of packets

both sent and received by two selected hosts. (Accumulated

time designates the packets' counted from the initial time to

the present; time interval indicates packets counted during

a given time interval, which is reset to zero after the time

interval has passed.) The second function includes

recording of network history. The total number of packets

exchanged per given time interval are recorded up to 500

times, and the result can be shown graphically. The length

of each interval may be from 1 minute to 60 minutes. The

network monitor can thus review the network traffic up to

30,000 minutes, or about 21 days of network packet

transmission.

This chapter has served to introduce the SU-PC/IP

NETWATCH and GEMS. It discussed why GEMS was developed and

how it monitors the network. Chapter 2 includes a review of

the three popular LAN standards: CSMA/CD, the token bus, and

the token ring. Chapter 3 includes discussions of how

TCP/IP and Ethernet work together. Chapter 4 discusses

hardware and software installation for GEMS. It also
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discusses in detail network programs added to the original

NETWATCH programs. Chapter 5 compares the functions of

NETWATCH and GEMS and presents the limitations of GEMS.

Finally, chapter 6 summaries the GEMS and gives recommen-

dations for future development.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

It has long since been accepted in communications in-

dustries that standards for the control of the physical,

electrical, and procedural characteristics of communication

equipment are inevitable. The Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has announced several standards

for LANs. These standards, collectively known as IEEE 802

family, include specifications for the CSMA/CD, the token

bus, and the token ring. The relationship between members

of the family is shown in Figure 2.1.

The 802.1 standard describes the high level interface,

providing an introduction to standards, a definition of

interface primitives, and consideration of other issues

related to network architecture, internetworking, and

network management for local networks. The 802.2 standard

describes the functions, features, and protocol for the

Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer in the Local Area

Network protocol. It also describes the LLC Sublayer

Interface Service Specifications to the Network Layer

[IEEE 85a]. Parts 802.3 through 802.5 describe the three

LAN standards, the CSMA/CD, token bus, and token ring

standards, respectively. These three standards are discuss-
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Figure 2.1 Relationship between members
of the IEEE 802 Family [IEEE 85a]
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ed in detail in the sections which follow and the frame

format for the three protocols are shown in Figure 2.2. The

entire IEEE 802 family is shown in Table 2.1.

2.1 IEEE Standard 802.3 and Ethernet

Ethernet is the most widely known local network. In

the early 1970s, Robert Metcalfe undertook his research on

LANs at MIT, moving to the Xerox Corporation in the mid-

1970s, where he implemented an experimental version of an

Ethernet LAN at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. This

network used the CSMA/CD protocol on a 3-Mbps baseband cable

and was so successful that Xerox, the Digital Equipment

Corporation, and Intel drew up a standard for a 10-Mbps

Ethernet. Later, the IEEE announced the LAN standard IEEE

802.3 based on the Ethernet version. The CSMA/CD media

access method is the means by which two or more stations

share a common bus transmission medium and IEEE 802.3 is a

comprehensive standard for LANs employing CSMA/CD as their

access method. It is intended to encompass several types

and techniques for signal rates from 1 to 20 Mbps

[IEEE 85b].

In 1988, the IEEE published four supplements to IEEE

802.3: 802.3a, 802.3b, 802.3c, and 802.3e. Supplement

802.3a, b, and c are specifications for an alternate medium

to be used in the CSMA/CD Access Method, while supplement

802.3e completes the necessary specifications for a repeater

unit implementation [IEEE 88]. In CSMA protocol, a single

channel is shared by all users. All stations listen for a
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Logical Link Control (LLC)

N bytes or octets

DSAP I SSAP I Control l DATA

CSMA/CD

8 2.6 2. 6 2 0-1500 4

'Preamble! SFD I DA I SA I Length I LLC I PAD I FCS

Token Bus

>I 2. 6 2.6 >0 4

'Preamble! SD I FF I DA I SA I LLC I FCS I ED

Token Ring

SD I AC I ED

6 6 >0 4

SD I AC I FC I DA I SA I LLC I FCS I ED
I

FS

AC = Access Control
DA = Destination Address
DSAP = Destination Service Access Point
ED a. Ending Delimiter
FC = Frame Control
FCS = Frame Check Sequence
FF = Frame Format
FS = Frame Status
SA = Source Address
SD = Starting Delimiter
SFD = Start Frame Delimiter
SSAP = Source Service Access Point

Figure 2.2 IEEE 802 Frame Format [STAL 84]
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Table 2.1 IEEE Standard 802 Family

Standard No. ,Standard Subcommittees

802.1 High Level Interface

802.2 Logical Link Control

802.3 CSMA/CD Networks

802.4 Token Bus Networks

802.5 Token Ring Networks

802.6 Metropolitan Area Networks

802.7 Broadband Technical Advisory Group

802.8 Fiber Optic Technical Advisory Group

802.9 Integrated Data Voice Networks
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carrier (i.e., a transmission) and act accordingly. Several

of these protocols are analyzed in the following

subsections.

2.1.1 1-persistent CSMA

A station must first listen to the channel it proposes

to access to determine if another station is using the

channel at the time it wants to send data. If the channel

is busy, the station must wait until no other station uses

the channel. When the station finds an idle channel, it is

allowed to transmit a frame. When collisions occur within

the transmitting period, the station suspends frame

transmission for a random amount of time to avoid collision

and begins again. This protocol is termed "1-persistent"

since the station transmits with a probability of 1 each

time it detects an idle channel. The algorithm for this

protocol is shown in Figure 2.3.

2.1.2 Non-persistent CSMA

In this protocol, a station wishing to transmit listens

to the medium before initiating transmission. If the

channel is idle, the station transmits, just as with the 1-

persistent CSMA. However, if the station encounters a busy

channel, then in lieu of continuous monitoring the channel,

it waits a random amount of time before repeating the access

request. The use of random waiting times reduces the

probability of collisions. Delay periods are longer than

for 1-persistent CSMA, but this protocol provides for more
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Figure 2.3 Algorithm of 1-persistent CSMA
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efficient channel utilization. The algorithm is shown in

Figure 2.4.

2.1.3 p-persistent CSMA

This is the most complicated option among persistent

CSMA protocols. P-persistent is a compromise intended

(1) like non-persistent CSMA, to reduce collision possi-

bilities, and (2) like 1-persistent CSMA, to reduce idle

time. A station monitors the channel prior to transmission.

If the channel is idle, the station transmits with the

probability p. At the same time, with probability q = 1 -

p, it delays for one time unit. This time unit is typically

equal to the maximum propagation delay. If the next unit

also encounters an idle channel, it either transmits or

postpones transmission again, with the same respective

probabilities p and q. This routine is repeated until

either the frame is transmitted successfully or another

station starts to transmit. In the latter case, the

protocol acts as if there had been a collision ( i.e., it

waits a random amount of time and starts again); if the

station initially senses that the channel is busy, then it

waits until the next time slot and applies the above

algorithm again.

The question arises as to what constitutes an effective

value of p. Given that n stations have frames to send while

a transmission is underway, at the end of that transmission

the expected number of stations that will attempt to

transmit is np. If np > 1, then multiple stations will
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Figure 2.4 Algorithm of non-persistent CSMA
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attempt to transmit and there will be a collision. This

becomes even more complicated when these stations all

realize that their transmissions were not successful and

repeat the process. The result is more collisions and

throughput drops to zero. To avoid this occurrence, np

must be less than one for the expected maximum value of n.

As p is made smaller, stations must wait for longer delay

periods before transmission in order to reduce the

possibility of collisions. However, at low loads, stations

experience unnecessarily long delays. This algorithm is

shown in Figure 2.5, while Figure 2.6 shows the comparison

of the throughput versus offered traffic for the above three

protocols.

2.1.4 CSMA with Collision Detection

Even with the above protocol options, CSMA still re-

flects an inefficiency factor. If two stations sense that

the channel is idle and begin to transmit simultaneously,

they will both immediately detect the collision. When this

happens, the channel remains unusable for the duration of

the time of transmission of both damaged frames. For long

frames, the amount of wasted bandwidth can be considerable.

This waste can be reduced if a station continues to listen

to the channel while it is transmitting. Rather than finish

transmitting their frames, which are irretrievably garbled

anyway, they should abruptly stop transmitting as soon as

the collision is detected [MART 88]. Both time and
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bandwidth can be saved by quickly terminating the

trasmission of damaged frames [TANE 88].

2.1.5 Ethernet Hardware Component

Ethernet consists of four types of components: cable,

transceiver, controller, and repeater. The cable used is a

special coaxial cable suited for baseband transmission,

while attachment to the cable is by means of a transceiver.

The transceiver is a simple device which connects directly

to the cable, providing both the electronics for the

transmission and reception of cable digital signals and the

required electrical isolation. The controller, containing

the logic for the CSMA/CD protocol and for interfacing

attached devices, is connected to the transceiver.

Repeaters are used to overcome certain limitations of the

Ethernet cable. The cable is limited to a maximum length of

500 meters with a maximum number of 100 connections. The

repeater is connected to any two segments, retransmitting

all received signals from one segment to the next. A

maximum of two repeaters may be in the signal path between

any two stations on the network.

2.2 IEEE 802.4: Token Bus

It is generally noted that IEEE 802.3 offers two major

disadvantages. The first is that a station might be forced

to wait arbitrarily long periods of time before it can send

a frame (the worst case is unbounded). The second is IEEE

802.3 frames do not reflect priorities, making them
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unsuitable for real time systems in which important frames

should not be delayed in favor of less important frames. A

simple system with a known worst case is a ring in which the

stations take turns sending frames. Consequently, a new

standard based on the concept of the ring was developed.

This standard, IEEE 802.4 or the token bus, encompasses all

elements of the token-passing bus access method and its

associated physical signaling and media technologies.

The token bus access function coordinates the use of

the shared medium among the attached stations [IEEE 85c] and

it is significantly more complex than the CSMA/CD protocol.

For this technique, the stations on the medium form a

logical ring; that is, the stations assume an ordered

sequence, with the last member of the sequence followed by

the first. Each station knows the identity of the stations

preceding and following it. The physical ordering of the

stations on the medium is irrelevant and independent of the

logical ordering. The token bus is shown in Figure 2.7.

A control frame known as the token regulates the right

of access. The token frame contains a destination address.

It propagates around the logical ring, and only the token

holder is permitted to transmit one or more frames. Since

only one station at a time can hold the token, collisions

cannot occur. The station must pass control of the medium

when one of the following conditions occurs [STAL 87]:

* the station has no data frames to send,
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* the station sends all of the data frames that it has

queued for transmission, or

* the station's time expires.

When any of these conditions is met, the station must

pass the token to the next station in the logical sequence

and the receiving station then has permission to transmit.

Hence, the steady-state operation consists of alternating

data transfer and token transfer phases. The cable on which

frames are passed is a broadcast medium and each station

receives every frame, discarding those frames that do not

list it as the destination. When a station passes the

token, it sends a token frame specifically addressed to its

logical neighbor in the ring, irrespective of where that

station is physically located on the cable. An obvious

requirement is that nonparticipating stations must be

periodically granted the opportunity to insert themselves in

the ring. Moreover, a station must be able to leave the

ring by splicing together its predecessor and successor

neighbors.

2.3 IEEE 802.5: Token Ring

A Ring network is not really a broadcast medium, but is

a collection of individual point-to-point links formed in a

circle, i.e., a collection of ring interfaces connected by

point-to-point lines. Each bit arriving at an interface is

copied into a 1-bit buffer and then copied out onto the

ring.
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A ring and its interfaces are shown in Figure 2.8.

The IEEE 802.5 standard specifies the formats and protocols

used by the Token-Passing Ring Medium Access Control (MAC)

sublayer, the Physical Layer, and the means of attachment to

the Token-Passing Ring physical medium [IEEE 85d]. The

token ring technique is based on the use of a particular bit

pattern, called a token, that circulates around the ring

when all stations are idle. A station wishing to transmit

must wait until it detects passage of the token. It then

seizes the token by changing one of the token bits,

transforming it from a token to a start-of-frame sequence

for a frame. The station then appends and transmits the

remainder of the fields needed to construct a frame.

At this point there is no token on the ring, so other

stations wishing to transmit must wait. The frame on the

ring makes one ring circuit and then is purged by the

transmitting station which in turn inserts a new token on

the ring if both of the following conditions are met [STAL

87]:

* the station has completed transmission of its frame;

and

* the leading edge of its transmitted frame has

returned to the station (following a complete circuit

on the ring).

As soon as a transmitting station release a new token, the

next station downstream with data to send will be able to
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1 bit delay
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interface

Uni directional
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station station
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station station
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Figure 2.8 (a) A Ring Network. (b) Listen mode.
(c) Transmit mode [TANE 88]
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seize the token and transmit. The configuration of a Token

Ring is shown in Figure 2.9.

0

A B

b

H

>

C

G

>

D

F E

> Physical Medium A.B.C,D.E.F.G.H Ring Stations
a.b.c,d.e,f.g.h Bypass Function

All stations are active except B (b illustrated in bypass mode)

Figure 2.9 Token Ring Configuration [IEEE 85d]
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CHAPTER 3

TCP/IP AND Ethernet

TCP/IP is a set of network standards that specify the

details of how computers may communicate, as well as a set

of conventions for interconnecting networks and routing

traffic [COME 88]. It is used to allow cooperating compu-

ters to share resources across a network. ARPAnet is the

best-known TCP/IP network. It utilizes two separate and

well-known protocols, TCP and IP, hence the more common

term, TCP/IP.

3.1 TCP Level

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is responsible for

breaking messages down into packets for dispatch, re-

assembling them at the reception end, resending anything

that gets lost in the process, and putting them back in the

right order. TCP, therefore, provides reliable stream

service, whereas the sole task of the Internet Protocol (IP)

is the routing of packets.

When host A wants to send a file to host B, the TCPs at

each end exchange information on the largest accommodable

size of the datagram which is the basic unit of information

passed across the network. The smallest size is then

selected, the TCP at host A breaks the file into the chosen
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size, and place a header at the front of each datagram. The

header is shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 IP Level

TCP passes each of these datagrams to IP, informing it

of the Internet address of the computer at the reception

end. The Internet address is the sole concern of IP. That

is, IP finds a route for the datagram to get it to the

other end. In order to allow gateways or other intermediate

systems to forward the datagram, IP adds its own header.

This header contains the source and destination Internet

address (32-bit address, such as 128.193.48.1 ), and other

information. In GEMS, this source and destination Internet

address is used for counting the packets sent and received

by specified hosts. The header is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3 Ethernet Level

As discussed in 1.1, most current operating networks

use Ethernet. For example, Ethernet is used by the

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering network at

Oregon State University. Ethernet is a broadcast medium.

That is, when one host sends a packet out on Ethernet,

every machine on the network can listen it. The problem is

to assure that the right machine receives the packet.

The issue of correct destination involves the Ethernet

header. Ethernet uses its own 48-bit address. Therefore,

every Ethernet packet has a 14 byte header that includes the

source and destination Ethernet addresses, a type code, and
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8 16 31

SOURCE PORT
1

DESTINATION PORT

SEQUENCE NUMBER

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT NUMBER

OFF. I RES. 1 CODE WINDOW

CHECKSUM URGENT POINTER

OPTIONS I PADDING

DATA

0 4

Figure 3.1 TCP Header [COME 88].
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VERS 1 LEN 1 TYPE OF SERVICE TOTAL LENGTH

IDENT FLAGS 1 FRAGMENT OFFSET

TIME I PROTO HEADER CHECKSUM

SOURCE IP ADDRESS

DESTINATION IP ADDRESS

OPTIONS
1 PADDING

DATA

.

Figure 3.2 IP Header[COME 88].
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Ethernet Checksum. Each host is directed to pay attention

only to packets with its own Ethernet address in the

destination address field. The type code is inserted to

allow for the use of several different protocol families on

the same network. Table 3.1 shows a list of Ethernet type

numbers. This type code is used by GEMS to count the

various kinds of packets. Ethernet also uses a checksum,

placed on its controller in order to compute a checksum of

the entire packet. When the destination end receives the

packet, it recomputes the checksum, and if the answer is in

disagreement with the original, the packet is discarded.

The checksum is placed at the end of the packet. The

Ethernet header, data, and checksum are shown in Figure 3.3.

In summary, the original data is broken into set of

packets which include the Ethernet header, the IP header,

the TCP header, the data message, and the Ethernet Checksum.

When these packets are received at the destination address,

the headers are stripped off. The Ethernet interface first

removes the Ethernet header and checksum, then examines the

type code. For example, if the type code is 0x0800, the

packet is an IP packet. The Ethernet device driver then

passes the packet to IP, whereupon the IP header is

removed. The IP protocol examines its own type field. For

instance, suppose that it is TCP. IP then passes the

datagram to TCP which, as noted above, is responsible for

reassembling packets into a message. The TCP protocol then

examines the sequence number, using the number and other
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information to place the datagram content into the correct

order.

Table 3.1 List of Ethernet Packet Types.

Ethernet Packet Type Explanations

0101 16 to 01FF16 Experimental

0200 16 PUP (Xerox Parc Universal Packet)

060016 Xerox NS Internet

0800 16 DoD Internet

080116 X.75 Internet

0802 16 NBS Internet

0803 16 ECMA Internet

0804 16 CHAOSnet Proposed by Symbolic, Inc.

080516 X.25 Level 3

080616 Ethernet Address Resolution
Protocol

800616 Nestar

900016 Loopback

4
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16 31

Ethernet destination address (first 32 bits)

,Ethernet dest (last 16 bits) f Ethernet sour(first 16 bits)

Ethernet source address (last 32 bits)

Type code
1

dataIP header, TCP header, then

....

end of data

Ethernet Checksum

Figure 3.3 Ethernet Header [COME 88].
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CHAPTER 4

GEMS IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Hardware Environment

The GEMS hardware installation is identical to that of

SU-PC/IP [STAN 87] and therefore may be implemented on an

IBM PC, PC/XT, or PC/AT. Each requires 128 Kbytes of

memory, one disk drive, an 80-column display (with an EGA

display card), and a communication board (3com 3C501, 3C503,

or Western Digiral WD8003E, the latter of which was used in

GEMS).

The following four steps must be performed for the

correct operation of SU-PC/IP and GEMS:

(1) Create a directory on drive C;

(2) Place the SU-PC/IP disks in drive A and copy their

contents into the new directory created by step

(1);

(3) Insert the following lines,

device = netdev.sys,

device = ansi.sys,

into the config.sys file in the root directory of

drive C; and

(4) Customize IBM PC. A customizing program, named,

custom.exe, sets certain parameters in a DOS
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device driver used by each SU-PC/IP network pro-

gram. Descriptions of these parameters may be

found in the PC/IP manual [STAN 87].

4.2 Software Environment

GEMS and SU-PC/IP NETWATCH operate under IBM PC-DOS

version 2.0 or higher. The NETWATCH program consists of six

separate C language programs: NETWATCH.C, DISPLAY.C,

SCREEN.C, TEST.C, TIME.C, and IN_STUB.C.

4.2.1 NETWATCH Program Functions

(1) NETWATCH.C: The principal function program, con-

trolling the other five programs and providing case

statements for the invocation of various network

functions.

(2) DISPLAY.C: Processes each of the incoming Ethernet

packets, calling upon the appropriate protocol

(Internet, Chaos, PUP, etc.) and displays one line

of information on every incoming packet.

(3) SCREEN.C: Contains six short functions that provide

the screen parameters and control the 25th line of

the screen.

(4) TEST.C: NETWATCH and GEMS must operate without the

TCPIP service module, which must be installed in

memory before using other facilities of SU-PC/IP

than NETWATCH. TEST.0 checks to determine if the

TCPIP module has been installed; if it is in-

stalled, TEST.0 then prints a warning message,
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and aborts loading process.

(5) TIME.C: Function only to print the time and date

block.

(6) IN-STUB.C: Function only for the User Datagram

Protocol ( UDP), an Internet standard protocol that

allows an application program on one machine to

send a datagram to an application program on ano-

ther machine. UDP is used to include the port num-

ber and the checksum of the data being sent.

4.2.2 Compiling of GEMS

In order to add the functions which monitor Ethernet

and record network history, GEMS is added to the NETWATCH

facility. The original NETWATCH programs were written with

the small memory model, one of three memory models provided

in the Microsoft C Optimizing Compiler, version 4.0 or

higher. In order to avoid the problems that occur due to

the large size of the resulting executable file, GEMS is

divided into two functional areas, each of which is

separately programmed. The original six programs from SU-

PC/IP NETWATCH (with new added functions in NETWATCH.0 and

DISPLAY.C) are compiled with a new program GEM.C. This

creates NETMONIT.EXE which monitors the network and

graphically displays the results. To record network

history, the six original programs (with new added functions

in NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.C) are again compiled to create

NETHIST.EXE. The compiling of GEMS is discussed in greater

detail in the next section and Appendix B.
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4.3 Network Programs Added to Original NETWATCH

The structure and usage of the two GEMS functions are

discussed in this section.

4.3.1 Network Monitoring Program

A separate program, GEM.C, is programmed and must be

compiled with the six programs discussed in section 4.2.1

to make NETMONIT.EXE. In turn, NETMONIT.EXE operates in two

modes, an original NETWATCH mode showing one line of

information per packet and the GEMS mode, which is the

focus of this study.

4.3.1.1 General Structure of Network Monitoring

Function

After NETMONIT.EXE has been run, the GEMS mode is

initiated by pressing "G" ( or "g") in NETWATCH mode. GEMS

draws a basic EGA screen format, prints a list of host names

saved in a file "HOSTNAME" and the starting time and date.

It then asks the user to select two hosts and to enter the

length of time interval in minutes. After this information

is provided, the IP addresses of the two selected hosts are

maintained in memory. Each time a packet arrives, GEMS

checks the source and- destination address of the packet to

match the addresses. The results of these matches are shown

in bar-graphs which users can use to readily compare the

packet traffic sent and received by the two hosts. Packets

are counted in two ways: One for cumulative count from the

initial loading time and the other for the count maintained
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just for the duration of the specified interval. The count

is reset to zero when a new interval is initiated.

The GEMS display consists of eight bar-graphs, four for

each selected host. Each group of four consists of two

graphs for accumulation and two for interval statistics.

The Y-axes of the graphs are completely auto-scaled in a

range from 10 up to 1 million. Moreover, GEMS indicates

other important network information, including the

cumulative and the interval count of the number of total

packets, IPs, iPXs, and ARPs.

The iPX is a packet type for Novell Netware. The

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is an Internet Protocol

used to dynamically bind a high level Internet Address to a

low level physical hardware address. ARP exists only across

a single physical network and is limited to networks that

support the data broadcast technique. However, the presence

of too many ARP packets is not good for a network. To

reduce the ARP usage, hosts that use ARP maintain a cache

(Address Resolution Cache) of recently acquired Internet-to-

physical address bindings. When the host receives an ARP

reply, it saves the result in its cache for successive

lookups. A general flowchart of the network monitoring

function is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.3.1.2 Analysis of Network Monitoring Functions

The three main functions of network monitoring are

discussed in this section and an example screen for GEMS

network monitoring is shown in Figure 4.2.



START

4

DRAW GEMS BASIC SatEEN

IPRINT HOST NAMES, INTITAL TIME I

ISELECT TWO HOSTS FROM TABLE

ISELECT INTERVAL LENGTH (MIN.)

4,

CHECK FOR IP ADDRESS MATCHING I

1
PRINT 2 HOSTS / DRAW BAR GRAPH

4

IPRINT VARIOUS STATISTICS I

PUNT CURRENT TD

due lie
SET INTERVAL TO ZERO

ERASE OLD VALUES, GRAPHS

36

Figure 4.1 General Flowchart of Network
Monitoring Function.
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GRAPHIC ETHERNET MONITORING SYSTEM (GEMS)

(A)Select 2 Hosts: 1,18 Packets Accumulation Since 86/16/89 12:52:82

1 GUILLE 2 GEORGE

3 RATON 4 BALI

5 OREEO 6 NILLX

7 YEHL 8 KEAH

9 LUCK 18 THORIN

11 XILI 12 JOLLY

13 MARAL 14 CHENXTA

15 GUNARM 16 ATLAS

1? GLOBE 18 URUBANB

19 GALAPGS 28 COILCS

21 DUMBO

1888

GUILLE

18

{Src,Dst}

1808

.

.

URUEAMB

18

.

13:82:42

(B)Time Interval Length

Last 1 Min.(s) Intel Accumulation Interval Accumulation Interval

ETHERNET STATISTICS TOTAL PACXET TOTAL IP TOTAL iPX ARP Picts

ACCUMULATION 3879 1168 468 54

INTERVAL 372 7? 157 9

Press <c> to change Hosts, <1> to go back to original NETWATCH screen.

Figure 4.2 Example of GEMS Network Monitoring Screen.
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(1) IP Address Matching: A packet circulating on

Ethernet is copied into the monitoring system. The

IP address is copied into a variable, and the two

IP addresses of the selected hosts are copied to

buffers. The IP address of each incoming packet is

then compared to the selected IP addresses. If

there is a match, it is recorded and later shown by

the bar-graphs. The algorithm for this function is

shown in Figure 4.3.

(2) Ethernet Type Matching: As discussed in section

3.3, every Ethernet packet has a type field. This

number is assigned by the Xerox Corporation, the

original designer of Ethernet. When a packet

arrives, the type number is copied into a variable

in the buffer, and checked for a match. This

function is shown in Figure 4.4 and variety of

Ethernet types are shown in Table 3.1.

(3) Packet Counting During Interval: There is a

routine for counting the packets of various types

during the time interval. Each time a packet

arrives, various checks are performed. The

variables are incremented in accordance with the

results. GEMS then .checks whether the interval

time has passed. If it has, the variables are re-

set to zero; otherwise, the count is continued.

This routine is shown in Figure 4.5.
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START

Repeat for hostA and hostB

0, 2D, +I V
END

OF ADDRESS
STRING

extern keybuf[i] hst_arhruipmsgaddr[i]

CHF-CK IP ADDRESS OF PACKET
WITH SELECTED IP ADDRESS

dstjntvl ++
dst cumul++

14

Figure 4.3 Algorithm for IP Address Matching.
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( START

NEW
PACKET

ARRIVED

COPY ETHERNET TYPE IN HEADER
INTO VARIBALE pether-ft_type

CHANGE THE VALUE OF THE
VARIABLE INTO HEXADECIMAL

MATCHED >N< PACKET
TYPE

INCREASE CORRESPONDING COUNTING
VARIABLE FOR EACH ETHERNET TYPE

Figure 4.4 Algorithm for Ethernet Type Decision.



SET TIMER AND
RESTART TO ZERO

I

41

START

NEW
PACKET

ARRIVED

<geminwl > 0

EY
PktPerIntv1++

<RESTART
OFNEW

INTERVAL>N

I COPYLAPSEDTIME
TO TIMER

I

<
LAPSED TIME

GREATER THAN
GIVEN INTERVAL N

4,Y

SET RESTART TO 1

COPY INTERVAL VALUES TO VARIABLES
TO BE PRINTED AND RESET OLD VALUES

Figure 4.5 Algorithm for Packet Counting.
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4.3.2 Network History Recording Function

Routines have been added to NETWATCH.c and DISPLAY.0 to

record the number of packets in the network during a given

time interval. The six programs are compiled and linked

together (see section 4.2.1) to make NETHIST.EXE. In

addition, to see the graphical recording of the network

history, a separate program, SHOWHIST.C, is included.

4.3.2.1 General Structure of Recording Function

The recording starts when "H" (or "h") is entered in

the NETWATCH mode after the invocation of NETHIST.EXE. The

program responds by asking for a desired time interval in

minutes (1 to 60 minutes). Recording is then started. The

program saves the time interval and the starting time and

date for future use. When the interval time has lapsed,

the number of packets monitored during that interval is

saved in a file, "NET_HIST". As network history recording

continues, some reference information, including, the length

of time interval, interval number, the number of packets per

interval, and the cumulative packet number are displayed.

Recording can be repeated for more than 500 times, but only

the first 500 data can be displayed. Recordings are

completed only when "X" (or "x") is entered, as indicated on

the 25th line of the screen display. When recording ends,

the total number of recording, and time and date of

completion are noted. This routine is shown in Figure 4.6.
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(START RECORDING)

PktPerIntvl ++

< IAPSED TIME
GREATER THAN
GIVEN INTERVAL N

?

MEASURE TIME( &TSTOP)

Figure 4.6 General Flowchart of Network
History Recording Function.
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4.3.2.2 Graphical Viewing of Network History

SHOWHIST.0 is included to graphically display the

network history recording. When SHOWHIST.EXE is executed,

it draws the basic screen format in EGA mode, printing the

time and date the recording was initiated and completed.

The program then checks all of the recorded values and

determines which is the largest. This value is used to

prepare the auto-scaling of the Y-axis of the graph. Then

with its mapping function, SHOWHIST.0 draws the graph,

showing the amount of packets per time interval. The

SHOWHIST.0 algorithm is shown in Figure 4.7 and two example

screens are displayed in Figure 4.8.
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START

DRAW BASIC SCRENN FOR
SHOWING NETWORK HISTORY

PRINT STARTING TIME, DATE AND
FINISHING TIME, DATE OF RECORDING

PRINT FOUR INTERMEDIATE TIME, DA1
AND SELECTED INTERVAL LENGTH(MIN.)

hr

FIND THE BIGGEST PKT_CN'T_PER_INTVL
AND DECIDE AUTO- SCALING OF Y-AXIS

DRAW GRAPH SHOWING NETWORK
HISTORY ( PACKET_NO. VS TIME )

Figure 4.7 General Flowchart of Network
History Display Function.
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NETWORX HISTORY 89:14:39

Total Mo. of Packets

Per Each TiNe Interval

1800

8

Start Tine = 84/83/89 23:45:47

Finish TiNe = 84/84/89 16:41:38

83:88:53 86:32:84 89:55:87 13:18:15 16:48:39
Each Interval 04/84/89 84/84/89 84 /84/89 84/84/89 84/84/89

= 2 Minutes) 168 intvl 280 intvl 388 intvl 486 intvl 588 intvl

Press any keg to quit Network History,

Figure 4.8a Example of GEMS Network History
Recording Screen when time interval is 2 minutes
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HETUORX HISTORY 89:19:21

Total No. of Packets

Per Each Time Interval

5888

Start Time : 05/18/89 23:82:59

Finish Time = 85/22/89 18:33:46

8

15:44:57 88:27:06 81:88:52 17:58:58 18:32:31

Each Interval 85/19/89 85/20/89 85/21/89 85/21/89 85/22/89

= 13 Ninute(s) 188 intul 280 intul 388 intul 488 intvi 588 intul

Press any key to quit Network History.

Figure 4.8b Example of GEMS Network History
Recording Screen when time interval is 10 minutes
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CHAPTER 5

COMPARISON OF NETWATCH AND GEMS

5.1 Original NETWATCH Functions

The original NETWATCH has the following sixteen func-

tions, each of which is invoked when a specific key is

pressed. These functions and the corresponding keys

selected to invoke each functions are explained below:

(1) Match all packets (key "a" ): This function dis-

plays all the incoming packets with no filtering on

packets.

(2) Clear screen (key "1" ): This function clears the

screen completely.

(3) Monitor an Ethernet station (key "m"): This

function displays packets going to or from a

specified Ethernet 48-bit address, entered by

hexadecimal number without semicolons.

(4) Monitor an IP station (key "M"): This function

displays packets going to or from a specified IP

32-bit address, entered in regular IP address form

(i.e., xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx). The allowable maximum

number of characters, including the periods to be

entered, can not be more than 12. Therefore, some

hosts with IP addresses longer than 12 characters

can not be monitored. This problem was solved in
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GEMS, in which there is no limitation on the number

of characters in the IP address.

(5) Enter normal mode( key "n" ): When "n" is pressed,

NETWATCH displays information on the packets in

normal mode. In normal mode, it displays each

packet's Ethernet address, assigned packet number,

packet length, and the contents of first eight data

bytes in hexadecimal numbers.

(6) Enter symbolic mode (key "s"): When "s" is

pressed, NETWATCH enters symbolic mode, displaying

the packet type by name, source, and destination

address with the symbolic IP address, packet

length, and protocol and service type by name.

(7) Set offset into packet for display (key "o"):

Every Ethernet packet has a 14-byte header which

includes the source and destination Ethernet

address, and a type code. The data portion starts

at the 15th byte (or byte number 14). In normal

mode, NETWATCH shows the first 8 data bytes (from

14 to 21). Users can change the default value of

14 to another value.

(8) Send ARP packet to default gateway( key "p"): This

function sends an ARP request packet to the default

gateway, which then returns the ARP reply packet

back to the PC ( ARP is explained in detail

in section 4.3.1). The IP address of the de-

fault gateway of the ECE department (O.S.U) is
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128.193.48.250.

(9) Reset packet count (key "r" ): This function

resets the packet count to zero and also clears the

screen.

(10) Match on packet type (key "t"): NETWATCH displays

the information of only the specified Ethernet

packet type..

(11) Enter IP mode (key "I"): NETWATCH displays infor-

mation of only the IP packets.

(12) Enter ARP mode (key "A"): NETWATCH displays in-

formation of only the ARP packets.

(13) Enter Chaos mode (key "C"): NETWATCH displays in-

formations of only the Chaos packets. Chaos pack-

ets, developed by Symbolic, Inc., are a type of

Ethernet packet with a type number of 0x0804.

(14) Print statistics (key "S"): NETWATCH provides

simple Ethernet statistics.

(15) Print stack usage (key "t"): NETWATCH shows the

stack usage.

(16) Quit NETWATCH (key "q"): This function exits

NETWATCH.

5.2 GEMS Functions

5.2.1 GEMS Network Monitoring Functions

GEMS has added the following functions to the original

NETWATCH (see Figure 4.2 for reference):

(1) Display time and date: GEMS can show the starting

time and date of network monitoring as well as
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present time.

(2) Display the list of host names: GEMS can display

the names of hosts connected to the network. The

names and IP addresses of hosts are saved in a

file, Hostname.

(3) Count the packets sent and received by two hosts:

NETWATCH displays cumulative packet numbers for

only one host, and therefore can not count the

total number of packets for the entire network,

i.e., NETWATCH can count only one kind of packet at

a time. GEMS, however, can display two kinds of

packets for two hosts, as well as count the num-

ber of packets for the entire network.

(4) Select two hosts to be monitored by name: In

NETWATCH, users must enter a long IP address, for

example, 128.193.48.1, even when the name of the

host is known. A further restriction is that the

number of total characters in the IP address can

not be more than 12. Therefore, as previously

discussed, hosts with IP addresses more than 12

characters can not be monitored. In GEMS, users

are freed from this restriction. GEMS is table-

driven and hosts are easily selected by names

rather than by IP address.

(5) Time interval: NETWATCH can show only the

cumulative number of packets. In contrast, GEMS

displays the various values in two ways: (1)
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Number of packets counted cumulatively from the

initial time; and (2) number of packets counted

during a specified time interval. The length of

the time interval is optional, ranging from 1 to 60

minutes.

(6) Graphical view: GEMS can show the amount of

packets graphically. There are four bar-graphs for

two hosts, each displaying accumulated values and

its own interval value.

(7) Auto-scaling: The Y-axes of the bar-graphs for two

selected hosts are auto-scaled. The peak value of

the axes can be increased or decreased according to

the number of packets which have arrived.

(8) Count other packets: NETWATCH can count the

packets for IP, ARP, and some other protocols.

However, when NETWATCH is counting one protocol, it

can not count the others. GEMS has the ability of

counting all of the protocols at the same time,

including values for total packets, IP, ARP, and

iPX. They can also be counted both cumulatively

and during interval periods.

5.2.2 GEMS Network History Recording Function

NETWATCH has included no recording functions and can

not save data for future use. Without the ability to save

its own history, a system can not be considered reliable

when something unexpected occurs.
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GEMS records the total number of network packets during

a specified time interval, ranging from 1 to 60 minutes, and

recording can be repeated up to 500 times. The results of

the records are shown graphically (see Figure 4.8 for

reference). The Y-axis on the graph indicates the number of

packets. This axis is also auto-scaling, just as provided

for the network monitoring function (see Figure 4.2).

If a sudden sharp increase appears in the normal oper-

ating hours, the routing algorithms, especially flooding

(TAME 81] must be carefully checked. This is one of the

simplest routing algorithms, in which each incoming packet

is set out on every outgoing line except the one it arrived

on. It obviously generates vast numbers of duplicate

packets, in fact, an infinite number unless preventive

measures are taken. One such measure is to place a hop

counter in the header, which is then decremented at each

hop, with each packet discarded when its counter reaches

zero. Thus, if the hop counter was initially set to

infinite due to application of incorrect algorithm, the

number of packets would increase sharply, and this would be

noted in the network history.

If no packets are recorded within a certain period of

time, it would be possible to guess that a network failure

has occurred. Or, if the number of packets is reduced

suddenly, possible reasons, including router problems or the

malfunction of a gateway, could readily be derived.
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In these ways, it is possible to more readily isolate

network problems and cope with them. The network history

can be considered one of the most important features in

safeguarding network operations.

5.3 GEMS Performance Limitations

5.3.1 GEMS Network Monitoring Limitations

The original NETWATCH has limitations as a network mon-

itor in high-traffic situations. The monitor can handle a

burst rate of about 200 packets per second, and in addition,

it can display about 25 packets per second [SALT 86].

Therefore, the system may count more than the user can see.

The screen has 25 lines, but the top and bottom lines are

used by system and only 23 lines are available for display.

It takes approximately 1 second to fill up the screen during

high traffic. In addition, there is a buffer that can hold

512 undisplayed packets [SALT 86]. After the buffer is

filled, if packets arrive more slowly, then some additional

undisplayed packets can be shown. If packets arrive faster

than the system can handle, some packets are discarded.

Therefore, the original NETWATCH can not accommodate every

incoming packet, depending on the pace of the traffic.

This situation is worse in GEMS. Since GEMS

simultaneously checks every incoming packet for matching

address and matching type, it requires more time to free a

single packet. GEMS seems to reduce NETWATCH performance by

8 - 10 percent. For GEMS to be an improved network moni-

toring system, its monitoring times should be comparable to
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those of NETWATCH. If parallel processing could be applied

to GEMS, this could be possible.

GEMS has one additional serious defect. When GEMS

displays its bar graphs and statistics, various counts cease

since the IBM PC is not a parallel processing computer.

Therefore, some part of the incoming packets are not counted

during the time when users are viewing the GEMS network

monitoring screen. The consequence is that if a user wants

accurate results, the GEMS screen should be viewed only for

restricted periods of time.

5.3.2 GEMS Network History Recording Limitations

There are also limitations to the recording process.

First, it takes longer for GEMS to process an incoming pack-

et than it does in NETWATCH. The elapsed time must be

checked to determine whether the interval time has expired,

and additional time is required to print the interval length

in minutes, the repeating numbers, the interval packet

number, and total number of packets. Moreover, every 100

intervals GEMS must record the time and date. All of these

processes reduce the GEMS performance in recording the

precise number of packets counted during the specified time

interval.

Second, GEMS saves to hard disk the number of packets

recorded after each interval has passed. This requires

about one-tenth of a second. During this time, counting is

stopped. If recording continues for the full 500 times, the

time loss could potentially be 50 seconds. Again, if GEMS
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were programmed using parallel processing techniques, this

problem could be alleviated.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Summary

GEMS provides two major functions: A network monitoring

function and a network history function. The first helps

the user quickly gain access to basic network information.

The user can see the list of host names connected to a

network being monitored, can compare graphically the number

of packets sent and received by each host, and can see the

numbers of various packet types counted both cumulatively

and for specified time intervals. This information is

displayed on an EGA color screen (Figure 4.2).

The network history function saves information on the

number of packets arriving during each specified time

interval, which is user selectable at 1 to 60 minutes. The

recording can be executed up to 500 times. Therefore, if the

interval of 60 minutes is chosen, the function will run for

about 21 days and the results will be displayed on an EGA

color screen (Figure 4.8).

6.2 Concluding Remarks

The GEMS functions can be used as useful network

monitoring tools. The network manager can easily see not

only the current statistics for an entire Ethernet network

on a graphics screen, but also historical network data.
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With the aid of these two functions, the manager may prepare

and cope with possible future network problems. GEMS does

pose certain limitations, and recommendations for the

solutions of some of these problems are provided in the

following section.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Development

To obtain more accurate network information, the

following suggestions are provided as a guide for future

development.

6.3.1 Network Collision Sensing

The data transmitted from any host is saved until it

has been determined that a collision has not occurred. When

collision occurs, the outgoing and incoming data are

different. The monitoring PC does not transmit, but is

confined to monitoring the network and monitoring does not

allow the detection of collisions. However, if GEMS can be

used with some special tools which detect collisions

occurring in the network by sensing some electrical pulse

due to collision, GEMS can count the number of collisions.

6.3.2 Reducing Processing Time Per Packet

The two functions of GEMS both take a longer time to

process an incoming packet than did the original NETWATCH

since GEMS concurrently checks for matching addresses and

Ethernet packet types, as well as lapsed time. If the above

three checks could be executed at the same time via the use
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of parallel processing techniques, performance would be

markedly improved.

6.3.3 Releasing the Counting Stops

When GEMS shows its own screen, various counts are

halted. Moreover, when GEMS saves the number of packets

which arrived during a specified time interval, the packet

count is again stopped. This results in the recording of

incomplete information. If parallel processing or multi-

tasking techniques could be applied to GEMS, system

performance and accuracy could be substantially improved.

6.3.4 Data Validity

The data collected by GEMS has not been validated.

Before the data can be used with confidence, additional

testing should be done to verify accuracy. Some problems

may include: 1) buffer overflow may result in loss of

packets and 2) GEMS can only process an average of

approximately 200 packets per second.
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Appendix A: Source Programs

A.1 Network Monitoring Function

The source code for GEM.0 is included in this section

(see below). The Electrical and Computer Engineering

Department (O.S.U.) will maintain the NETWATCH programs with

new functions added to NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.C, as well as

GEM.0 and the executable file, NETMONIT.EXE.

/************************************************/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

A.1.1 Source Code of GEM.0

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/

Network Monitoring Program (GEM.C)

Written By Chung Min Park

ECE Department, Oregon State Univ.

This program must work with NETWATCH.C,
DISPLAY.C, TIME.C, TEST.C, IN_STUB.C, and
SCREEN.0 of SU-PC/IP programs.

/************************************************/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <graph.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <time.h>

#define VIDEO Ox10
#define KEYINTR 0x16
#define GETCHAR 0
#define MAXHOST 23

struct SCANCODE
unsigned char ascii;
unsigned char scan;
);

struct host (
unsigned int no;

/* ASCII code */
/* SCAN code */
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char addr[20];
char title[7];
) hst_adnm[MAXHOST];

struct SCANCODE readkey();

static int hostl, host2;
static int brandnew = 1;
int int_sec, gemintvl, hostid = 0;

extern long DstA_Intvl,DstA_Cumul,DstB_Intvl,DstB_Cumul;
extern long SrcA_Intvl,SrcA_Cumul,SrcB_Intvl,SrcB_Cumul;
extern long Dmb_Intvl, Dmb_Cumul;

/***********************************************/
/* The function gems() is a main function */

/* of the Network Monitoring Function. It */

/* controls all other functions. */
/***********************************************/
gems
{

()

char c, time_buf[9];
struct SCANCODE keys;
int Go2host, Gohit;

Start:
Gemsdraw();
Prthosts();
Startime();

Twohost:
Go2host = 0;

Get2host();
Getintvl();
if (brandnew)

Matchchk();

Prt2host(hostl, host2);

Bar(DstA_Cumul, DstA_Intvl, DstB_Cumul, DstB_Intvl,
SrcA_Cumul, SrcA_Intvl, SrcB_Cumul, SrcB_Intvl);

Statis();
Hit:

Gohit = 0;
while ( !kbhit())

{

settextcolor(14);
settextposition(5,72);
strtime(time_buf);
outtext(time_buf);

)

keys = readkey();
switch(keys.ascii)(
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case 'C':

case 'c':
DstA_Intvl = DstA_Cumul = 0;
DstB_Intvl = DstB_Cumul = 0;
SrcA_Intvl = SrcA_Cumul = 0;
SrcB_Intvl = SrcH_Cumul = 0;
Dmb_Intvl = Dmb_Cumul = 0;
Erase();
brandnew = 1;
Go2host = 1;
break;

case '1':
brandnew = 0;
break;

default :

Gohit = 1;
break;

}

if (Go2host) goto Twohost;
if (Gohit) goto Hit;

setvideomode(_DEFAULTMODE);
}

/***********************************************/
/* This function prints a list of names of */

/* the hosts connected to the network which */
/* is being monitored now. */
/***********************************************/
Prthosts()
{

FILE *fpl;
char cr, nam[7], strng[7], no_buf[2], add[20];
unsigned int segno;
int rw, j, k, left, ofst, lup;

if (( fpl = fopen("hostname", "r" )) == NULL )(
printf("\n\n **** Can't open file HOSTNAME
* * * *.");

printf("\n ** Check directory and try again! **");
exit(1);

hostid = 0;
ofst = 5;
left = 1;

while (fscanf(fpl, "%2d %s%s%c", &segno, add, nam, &cr)
!= EOF)(
++hostid;

if (left) --ofst;
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if (brandnew)(
hst_adnm[hostid].no = segno;

for ( lup = 0 ; lup < 7 ; lup ++ )
hst_adnm[hostid].title[lup] = nam[lup];

for ( lup = 0 ; lup < 20 ; lup++ )
hst_adnm[hostid].addr[lup] = add[lup];

)

/* Print what you read into secreen. */
_settextcolor(11);

if (left)
j = k = 0;

else
( j = 0;
k = 11; )

if ( hostid == hostid/2*2)
rw = hostid - 1;

else
rw = hostid;

_settextposition(rw+ofst,3+j+k);
sprintf(no_buf,"%d",segno);
_outtext(no_buf);
j = 3;
_settextposition(rw+ofst,3+j+k);
sprintf(strng,nam);
_outtext(strng);

if (left)
left = 0;

else
left = 1;

.1

fclose(fp1);
}

/************************************************/

/* This function asks the user to select two */
/* hosts from table provided by the function */

/* Prthosts(). */
/************************************************/
Get2host()
{

char char_buf[2];
extern int hostid, A_dumbo, B_dumbo;-

size_t max_bytes;
char *buffer;
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max_bytes = stackavail();
/*printf("\n %u bytes available on the stack,

Get2host",max_bytes);*/

Againl:
settextcolor(12);
displayoursor(_GCURSORON);
settextposition(3,20);
if (brandnew) scanf( " %d ", &hostl);
if ( hostl < 1 II hostl > hostid )(

printf("\a");
_settextposition(3,20);
outtext(" ");

goto Againl;

/* The following two "if" routines for checking "DUMBO"
will be used for only ECE Dept. of O.S.U.
However, you don't have to delete this routine if
this program is used for other departments or for
any other purpose. < Chung M. Park >

if (( hst_adnm[hostl]
( hst_adnm[hostl]
( hst_adnm[hostl]
( hst_adnm[hostl]
( hst_adnm[hostl]
A_dumbo = 1;

. title[0] == 'D') &&

.title[1] == 'U') &&

.title[2] == 'M') &&

.title[3] == 'B') &&

.title[4] == '0'))(

displayoursor(_GCURSOROFF);
settextposition(3,20);

sprintf(char_buf, " %2d ",hostl);
_outtext(char_buf);

Again2:
displayoursor(_GCURSORON);
settextposition(3,23);

if (brandnew) scanf("%d",&host2);
if ( host2 < 1 II host2 > hostid )(

printf("\a");
settextposition(3,23);
outtext(" ");

goto Again2;

if (( hst_adnm[host2]
( hst_adnm[host2]
( hst_adnm[host2]
( hst_adnm[host2]
( hst_adnm[host2]
B_dumbo = 1;

. title[0] == 'D') &&

.title[1] == 'U') &&

. title[2] == 'M') &&

. title[3] == 'B') &&

.title[4] == '0'))(



displaycursor(_GCURSOROFF);
settextposition(3,23);

sprintf(char_buf, "%2d",host2);
outtext(char_buf);

}

/************************************************/
/* This function prints two host names selected */
/* by user with the Get2host() function above. */
/************************************************/
Prt2host(nol,no2)
int nol, no2;
{

char char_buf[7];
int i;

settextcolor(12);
settextposition(5,30);

sprintf(char_buf, hst_adnm[hostl].title);
outtext(char_buf);
settextcolor(12);
settextposition(5,57);

sprintf(char_buf, hst_adnm[host2].title);
outtext(charbuf);

/************************************************/
/* This function asks the user to enter the */

/* length of time interval in minute. */
/************************************************/
Getintvl()
{

Ag:

char char_buf[2];
size_t max_bytes;
char *buffer;

max_bytes = stackavail();
/* printf("\n %u bytes available on the stack,

Getintvl", max_bytes); */

settextcolor(12);
if (brandnew)(

displaycursor(_GCURSORON);
settextposition(19,9);

scanf("%d",&gemintv1);

if ( gemintvl < 1 II gemintvl > 60 )(
printf("\a");
settextposition(19,9);
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outtext(" ");
goto Ag;

int_sec = gemintvl * 60;

settextposition(19,9);
sprintf(char_buf, "%2d", gemintvl);
outtext(char_buf);
displaycursor(_GCURSOROFF);

/************************************************/
/* This function prints the time and date the */
/* GEMS Network Monitoring function starts at */
/* the right upper corner of the screen. */
/************************************************/
Startime()
{

static char st_date_buf[9], st_time_buf[9];
char string[9];

/* print starting Date and Time on 5th line */
/* DATE */
settextcolor(10);
settextposition(3,62);

if (brandnew) _strdate(st_date_buf);

sprintf(string, st_date_buf);
outtext(string);

/* TIME */
settextposition(3,72);

if (brandnew) _strtime(st_time_buf);

sprintf(string, st_time_buf);
outtext(string);

)

/************************************************/
/* This function erases some characters and bar*/
/* graphs when hosts monitored are changed by */
/* the user. */
/************************************************/
Erase()
{

/* Erase two Host numbers for new one */
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settextcolor(12);
settextposition(3,20);
outtext(" ");
settextposition(3,23);
outtext ( " ");

/* Erase two Host names for new ones */
settextposition(5,30);
outtext(" );
settextposition(5,57);
outtext(" 11);

/* Erase Time interval for
settextposition(19,9);
outtext ( " ");

new one

*/

235, 87,
340, 87,
450, 87,
560, 87,

*/

290,
400,
510,
620,

247);
247);
247);
247);

/* Erase Pkt # of 2 hosts
settextposition(6,27);

_outtext(" u);

settextposition(6,41);
outtext(" 11),.

settextposition(6,54);
outtext(" 11);

settextposition(6,68);
_outtext(" u);

/* Erase Bar Graph */
_setcolor(1);
_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,
_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,
rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,

_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,

/************************************************/
/* This function draws the basic screen. It */

/* just provides structure of the screen. */
/***********************************************/
Gemsdraw()
(

setvideomode(_ERESCOLOR);
setbkcolor(_BLUE);

_settextcolor(10);
settextposition(1,19);
outtext("GRAPHIC ETHERNET MONITORING SYSTEM (GEMS)");

_settextcolor(14); /* 14 = Yellow */
settextposition(3,2);

_outtext( "(A)Select 2 Hosts: , ");
settextcolor(13); /* 13 = Light Magenta */
settextposition(3,20);
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outtext(" ");
settextposition(3,23);
outtext II);

_settextcolor(14); /* Text Color Again 14 = Yellow

/* WINDOW FOR HOST NAMES */
_setcolor(15);
_moveto(9,45);
lineto(9,237);
lineto(192,237);
lineto(192,45);

_lineto(9,45);

/* TIME INTERVAL ENTRY */
_settextcolor(14); /* Yellow(14) Again */
settextposition(18,2);
outtext("(B)Time Interval Length");
settextposition(19,4);
outtext("Last Min.(s) Intvl ");

_settextcolor(13); /* Light Magenta */
settextposition(19,9);
outtext ( " ");

_settextcolor(14); /* Yellow Again */

/* SUB TITLE */
settextposition(3,27);

_outtext(" Packets Accumulation Since "

/* BAR GRAPH */
setcolor(14);

ruler(0);
ruler(110);
ruler(220);
ruler(330);

settextposition(19,28);
settextcolor(10);
outtext("AccUmulation");
settextposition(19,56);
outtext("Accumulation");
settextcolor(11);
settextposition(19,43);
outtext("Interval");
settextposition(19,71);
outtext("Interval");

/* Statistics */
settextcolor(14);
settextposition(21,2);

);
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outtext("ETHERNET STATISTICS");
settextposition(21,23);
outtext("TOTAL PACKET");
settextposition(21,39);

_outtext( "TOTAL IP");
settextposition(21,53);

_outtext(" TOTAL iPX");
settextposition(21,66);

7* _outtext("PACKETS MISSED"); */
outtext(" ARP Pkts");
settextcolor(10);
settextposition(22,5);
outtext("ACCUMULATION");
settextcolor(11);
settextposition(23,7);
outtext("INTERVAL");

/* LAST LINE FOR SELETING KEY */
settextposition(25,2);
settextcolor(14);

_outtext(" Press <c> to change Hosts, ");
_outtext(" <1> to go back to original NETWATCH

screen.");
settextcolor(12);
settextposition(25,10);

_outtext( "c ");
settextposition(25,32);
outtext("1");

/* OUTER BOX */
_setcolor(12);
_moveto(0,0);
lineto(639,0);_
lineto(639,349);_
lineto(0,349);
lineto(0,0);

/* FIRST HOR. DOUBLE LINE */
_moveto(0,19);
lineto(639,19);

_moveto(0,21);
lineto(639,21);

/* VERTICAL LINE(LEFT) */
_moveto(200,21);
lineto(200,271);

/* SECOND HOR. SINGLE LINE */
_moveto(200,47);
_lineto(639,47);

/* VERTICAL LINE(RIGHT) */
_moveto(420,47);
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lineto(420,271);

/* THIRD HOR. DOUBLE LINE */
_moveto(0,271);
lineto(639,271);

_moveto(0,273);
_lineto(639,273);

/* INSIDE STATISTICS */
_moveto(0,293);
lineto(639,293);

_moveto(0,307);
_lineto(639,307);
_moveto(165,273);
_lineto(165,326);
_moveto(280,273);
_lineto(280,326);
_moveto(398,273);
_lineto(398,326);
_moveto(516,273);
lineto(516,326);

/* FOURTH HOR. DOUBLE LINE */
_moveto(0,326);
lineto(639,326);

_moveto(0,328);
lineto(639,328);

/************************************************/
/* This function repeatedly draws X and Y-axes */
/* of the four bar graphs. */
/************************************************/
ruler(x)
short x;

_moveto(217+x,88);
lineto(220+x,88);
lineto(220+x,248);

_moveto(217+x,128);
lineto(220 +x,128);

_moveto(217+x,168);
lineto(220+x,168);

_moveto(217+x,208);
_lineto(220 +x,208);
_moveto(217+x,248);
lineto(300+x,248);

}

/************************************************/
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/* This structure is used when the system gets */
/* a character from keyboard and uses the */

/* character for decision making. */
/************************************************/
struct SCANCODE readkey()
{

union REGS reg;
struct SCANCODE scancode;

reg.h.ah = GETCHAR;
int86(KEYINTR, &reg, &reg);
scancode.ascii = reg.h.al;
scancode.scan = reg.h.ah;
return(scancode);

/************************************************/
/* This function actually draws the bar graph. */
/* This function is invoked at gems(), which */
/* is a main function. */
/***********************************************/
Bar(A_Cum,A_Iv1,B_Cum,B_Ivl,SA_Cum,SA_Iv1,SB_Cum,SB_Iv1)
long A_Cum,A_Iv1,B_Cum,B_Ivl,SA_Cum,SA_Iv1,SB_Cum,SB_Iv1;
{

long Big_Cum, Big_Ivl, A_axis, Baxis;
float ACy, AIy, BCy, BIy, div, divl;
float SACy, SAIy, SBCy, SBIy;
char char_buf[7];

_settextposition(5,42);
settextcolor(14);
outtext("{ , }");
settextpostion(5,43);
settextcolor(13);

_outtext( "Src ");
settextposition(5,47);
settextcolor(10);
outtext("Dst");

DBig_Cum = ( A_Cum > B_Cum ) ? A_Cum : B_Cum;
/* z = (a>b) ? a : b; */

DBig_Ivl = ( A_Ivl > B_Ivl ) ? A_Ivl : B_Ivl;

SBig_Cum = ( SA_Cum > SB_Cum ) ? SA_Cum : SB_Cum;
SBig_Ivl = ( SA_Ivl > SB_Ivl ) ? SA_Ivl : SB_Ivl;

Big_Cum = (DBig_Cum > SBig_Cum) ? DBig_Cum : SBig_Cum;
Big_Ivl = (DBig_Ivl > SBig_Cum) ? DBig_Ivl : SBig_Ivl;

if ( Big_Cum <= 10 ) div = 1;
if ( Big_Cum > 10 && Big_Cum <= 100 ) div = 10.0;
if ( Big_Cum > 100 && Big_Cum <= 1000 ) div = 100.0;
if ( Big_Cum > 1000 && Big_Cum <= 10000 ) div = 1000.0;
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if ( Big_Cum > 10000 && Big_Cum <= 100000)
div = 10000.0;

if ( Big_Cum > 100000 && Big_Cum <= 1000000 )

div = 100000.0;
if ( Big_Cum > 1000000 )(

printf("\n Too Many Cumulative pkts! I can't
handle it");

exit(0);

if ( Big_Ivl <= 10 ) divI = 1;
if ( Big_Ivl > 10 && Big_Ivl <= 100 ) divI = 10.0;
if ( Big_Ivl > 100 && Big_Ivl <= 1000 ) divl = 100.0;
if ( Big_Ivl > 1000 && Big_Ivl <= 10000 )

divI = 1000.0;
if ( Big_Ivl > 10000 && Big_Ivl <= 100000 )

divI = 10000.0;
if ( Big_Ivl > 100000 )(
printf("\n Too Many Interval pkts! I can't handle it");

exit(0);
}

A_axis = div * 10;
B_axis = divI * 10;

settextcolor(10);
settextposition(6,27);

iprintf(char_buf,"%u", A_axis);
outtext(charbuf);
settextposition(6,54);
outtext(char_buf);

_settextcolor(11);
settextposition(6,41);

sprintf(char_buf,"%u", B_axis);
outtext(charbuf);
settextposition(6,68);
outtext(char_buf);

ACy = A_Cum / div;
SACy = SA_Cum / div;
AIy = A_Ivl / divl;
SAIy = SA_Ivl / divl;
BCy = B_Cum / div;
SBCy = SB_Cum / div;
BIy = B_Ivl / divl;
SBIy = SB_Ivl / divl;

setcolor(13);
if ( SCAy != 0 )

_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR, 235, 247 - (SACy * 16),
250, 247);

setcolor(10);
if ( ACy != 0 )
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_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,
285, 247);

270, 247 - (ACy * 16),

_setcolor(12);
if ( SAIy != 0 )

_rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,
360, 247);

345, 247 - (SAIy * 16),

_setcolor(11);
if ( AIy != 0 )

rectangle(_GFILLINTERIOR,
395, 247);

setcolor(13);

380, 247 - (AIy * 16),

If ( SBCy != 0 )

rectangle( _GFILLINTERIOR,
470, 247);

setcolor(10);

455, 247 - (BCy * 16),

If ( BCy != 0 )

rectangle( _GFILLINTERIOR,
505, 247);

setcolor(12);
if ( SBCy != 0 )

rectangle( _GFILLINTERIOR,
580, 247);

setcolor(10);
if ( BIy != 0 )

rectangle( _GFILLINTERIOR,

490,

565,

600,

247 -

247 -

247 -

(BCy *

(BIy *

(BIy *

16),

16),

16),
615, 247);

/************************************************/
/* This function prints the network statistics */
/* at the bottom part of GEMS screen. It */

/* includes the numbers of total packets, IP, */
/* iPX, and ARP. The values means packts */

/* both counted during interval time obtained */
/* Getintvl() function, and counted from the */
/* initial time. */
/************************************************/
Statis()
{

extern long npackets, Temp_PPI, IP Cumul, IP Temp;
extern long iPX_Cumul, Temp_iPX, Ap_Cumul, Temp_Arp;
char char_buf[7];

/* Tot Packets, Acc. */
settextcolor(10);
settextposition(22,28);

sprintf(char_buf, "%7d", npackets);
outtext(char buf);
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/* Tot IP, Acc. */
_settextposition(22,41);
sprintf(char_buf, "%7d", IP_Cumul);
outtext(char_buf);

/* Total iPX, Acc. */
settextposition(22,56);

sprintf(char_buf, "%7d", iPX_Cumul);
outtext(char_buf);

/* Packets Missed, Acc.
settextposition(22,78);

_outtext("0"); */
/* ARP Pkts, Acc. */
settextposition(22,73);

sprintf(char_buf, "%5d", Arp_Cumul);
outtext(char_buf);

_settextcolor(11);
/* Packets, Intvl. */
settextposition(23,28);

sprintf(char_buf, "%7d", Temp_PPI);
outtext(char_buf);

/* IP, Intvl. */
settextposition(23,41);

sprintf(char_buf, "%7d", IP_Temp);
outtext(char_buf);

/* iPX, Intvl. */
settextposition(23,56);

sprintf(char_buf, "%7d", Temp_iPX);
outtext(char_buf);

/* Packets Missed, Intvl.
settextposition(23,78);

_outtext("0"); */
/* ARP Pkts, Intvl. */
settextposition(23,73);

sprintf(char_buf, "%5d", Temp_Arp);
outtext(char_buf);

_setcolor(12);
_moveto(0,307);
_lineto(639,307);

/************************************************/
/* This function checks whether incoming */

/* packet's destination IP address is equal to */
/* one of two IP addresses of hosts selected */
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/* by the Get2host() function above. The two */
/* match checking function below (setAmatch(), */
/* setBmatch() work with NETWATCH.C, and */

/* DISPLAY.0 to find match of IP address. */
/***********************************************/
Matchchk()
{

extern char keybuf[100];

int i;

for ( i = 0 ; i < 20 ; i++ ) (
if (hst_adnm[hostl].addr[i] == '\n')

break;
keybuf[i] = hst_adnm[hostl].addr[i];

setAmatch();

for ( i = 0 ; i < 20 ; i++ ) (
if (hst_adnm[host2].addr[i] == '\n')

break;
keybuf[i] = hst_adnm[host2].addr[i];
}

setBmatch();

/************************************************/
/* This is the end of network monitoring */

/* program GEM.C. < Chung Min Park> */
/************************************************/

A.1.2 New Functions Added to NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.0

(A) NETWATCH.0

long inaA = 0, inaB = 0;

main() {

case 'G':

case 'g ;:
gems();
clear_lines(0, 25);
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write_string(header, 0, 0, UNDER);
inv25();
break;

}

setAmatch()
{

inaA = getdmch(keybuf);

setBmatch()

inaB = getdmch(keybuf);
clr25();
match = M_ALL;
pr25(0, "Match 2 Hosts");

(B) DISPLAY.0

#include <time.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <dos.h>

#define VIDEO Ox10
#define SETCURSOR 2
int dt = 0;

extern long inaA, inaB;
long PktPerintvl;
long Temp_PPI, IP_Temp, Temp_iPX, Temp_Arp;
int Restart = 1, 1ping = 1;
int A_dumbo = 1, B_dumbo = 0;
time_t tstart, tstop;
doulbe t_used;
int Totlntvl;
FILE *fp4, *fp5, *fp6, *fp7, *fp8;
extern int gemintvl;
char cr = '\n';

long
long
long

DstA_Intvl
DstB Intvl
SrcA=Intvl

=
=
=

0,

0,

0,

DstA_Cumul
DstBCumulCumul
SrcA:Cumul

=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
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long SrcB_Intvl = 0, SrcB_Cumul = 0;
long Aplo_Intvl = 0, Aplo_Cumul = 0;
long Arp_Intvl = 0, Arp_Cumul = 0;
long IP_Intvl = 0, IP_Cumul = 0;
long iPX_Intvl = 0, iPX_Cumul = 0;
long Dmb_Intvl = 0, Dmb_Cumul = 0;
long SDmb_Intvl = 0, SDmb_Cumul = 0;

WatchDemux(pkt, cbEtherData)(

extern int int_sec;
size_t max_bytes;

if (inaA != 0 II inaB != 0 )(
pip = (struct ip *)pkt- >nb _prot;
if (inaA == pip- >ip_dest){

DstA_Intvl + +;
DstA_Cumul++;
}

if (inaA == pip- >ip_src){
SrcA_Intvl + +;
SrcA_Cumul++;

if (inaB == pip ->ip_dest){
DstB_Intvl + +;
DstB_Cumul++;
}

if (inaB == pip ->ip_src){
SrcB_Intv1++;
SrcB_Cumul++;

}

/* The following "if" statement for checking dumbo pkts
will be used for only ECE Dept., O.S.U. The users
,however, do not have to delete this rountine even
if this is used for other department or for other
purpose. <Chung M. Park> */

/* Source Address Checking */
data = (char *)pethhdr;

if ( A_dumbo == 1 B dumbo == 1 )(
if ((mkbyte(data[OT)==0x00) && (mkbyte(data[1])==0x00)
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&& if (mkbyte(data[2])= =OxCO) && (mkbyte(data[3])==0x7B)
&& if (mkbyte(data[4])==OxFE) && (mkbyte(data[5])==0x10))(

SDmb_Cumul++;
SDmb_Intv1++;

if ( A_dumbo ){
SrcA_Intvl = SDmb_Intv1;
SrcA_Cumul = SDmb_Cumul;

if ( B_dumbo ){
SrcB_Intvl = SDmb_intv1;
SrcB_Intvl = SDmb_Cumul;
}

}
}

/* Destination Address Checking */
data += 6;

if (Adumbo == 1 B_dumbo == 1)(
if((mkbyte(data[0])==0x00) && (mkbyte(data[1])==0x00)

&& if((mkbyte(data[2])= =OxCO) && (mkbyte(data[3])==0x7B)
&& if((mkbyte(data[4])==OxFE) && (mkbyte(data[5])==0x10))(

Dmb_Cumul++;
Dmb_Intv1++;
if (A_dumbo)(

DstA_Intvl = Dmb_Intvl;
DstA_Cumul = Dmb_Cumul;

if (B dumbo)(
DstB_Intvl = Dmb_Intvl;
DstB_Cumul = Dmb_Cumul;

)

pethhdr = (struct ethhdr flpkt->nb_buff;
type = bswap(pthhdr->e_type);
if (type == 0x0800)(

IP_Cumul++;
IP_Intvl + +;

{

else if (( type == 0x8137 ) ( type == 0x8138) II /*iPX*/
((mkbyte(data[0])==0x00) && (mkbyte(data[1]==0x00)
&&(mkbyte(data[2]) == OxCO))(

iPX_Cumul++;
iPX_Intvl + +;

)

else if (type = 0x0806)( /* ARP */
Arp_Cumul++;
Arp_Intv1++;
)
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sprintf(buffer,"Ivl:A(%U,%U)B(%U,%U)IP(%U)iPX(%U)",
SrcA_Intvl,DstA_Intvl,SrcB_Intvl,DstB_Intvl,
IP_Intvl,iPX_Intv1);

wr_string(buffer, 24, 12, INVERT);

max_bytes = stackavail();

if (gemintvl > 0 )(
PktPerintvl + +;
inv25();
sprintf(buffer,"%2dM, %dRp",

gemintvl, 1ping );
wr_string(buffer, 24, 1, INVERT);

if (Restart){
time(&tstart);
Restart = 0;

else
time(&tstop);

t_used = difftime(tstop, tstart);

if ( t_used > int_sec )(
sprintf(buffer, "
wr_string(buffer,24,14,INVERT);
Restart = 1;
Temp_PPI = PktPerintvl;
IP Temp = IP_Intvl;
Teip_iPX = iPX_Intvl;
Temp_Arp = Arp_Intv1;
PktPerintvl = IP_Intvl = 0;
iPX_Intvl = Dmb_Intvl = 0;
SrcA_Intvl = SrcB_Intvl = 0;
DstA_Intvl = DstB_Intvl = 0;
Arp_Intvl = 0;
1ping++;

}

/***********************************************/
/* This is the end of new added functions to */
/* NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.0 of Network */
/* Monitoring Functions. */
/***********************************************/
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A.2 Network History Recording Function

The source code for SHOWHIST.0 is included in this

section (see below). The Electrical and Computer Engineering

Department (O.S.U.) will maintain the NETWATCH programs with

new functions added to NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.C, as well as

SHOWHIST.0 and the executable file, NETHIST.EXE.

/***********************************************/
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

A.2.1 Source Code of SHOWHIST.0

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Network History Showing Program

Written By Chung Min Park

ECE Dept., Oregon State University

This program displays the result of
Network History Recording.

/***********************************************/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <graph.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#define KEYINTR 0x16
#define GETCHAR 0

struct SCANCODE (
unsigned char ascii; /* ASCII CODE */
unsigned char scan; /* SCAN CODE */
);

struct SCANCODE readkey();

FILE *fp2, *fp3, *fp4, *fp5, *fp6, *fp7, *fp8, *fp9;
int sijak;

/************************************************/
/* This main function controls other function */
/* of this program. */
/************************************************/
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main()
{

Hit2:

char time_buf[9], strng[9];
struct SCANCODE keys;
size_t max_bytes;

setvideomodeLERESCOLOR);
jax_bytes = stackavail();

Histgrim();
Pr_times();
Dr_graph();

while ( !kbhit() )(
settextcolor(10);
settextposition(2,72);
strtime(time_buf);

sprintf(strng, time_buf);
_outtext(strng);

keys = readkey();

setvideomode(_DEFAULTMODE);

/************************************************/
/*
/*

This function prints three kinds of time and
date:

*/
*/

/* (1) Starting time and date recording starts */
/* (2) Finishing time and date recording ends */
/* (3) Intermediate time's and date's for easy */

/* look. */

/* The times and dates are saved in the */

/* following files. */
/************************************************/
Pr_times()
{

char string[9], time_buf[9], date_buf[9], char_buf[2];
int intvl, i, no_mid_time = 0;

_settextcolor(14);

if (( fp2 = fopen("beg_date","r")) == NULL ){
printf("\n Can't open BEG DATE");
exit(0);
}

fscanf(fp2,"%s",date_buf);
settextposition(4,62);
outtext(date buf);



if (( fp3 = fopen("beg_time","r")) == NULL ){
printf("\n Can't open BEG TIME");
exit(0);
}

fscanf(fp3,"%s", time_buf);
settextposition(4,72);
outtext(time_buf);

if (( fp4 = fopen("end_date","r")) == NULL )(
printf("\n Can't open END_DATE");
exit(0);
)

fscanf(fp4, "%s", date_buf);
settextcolor(10);
settextposition(5,62);
outtext(date_buf);

if (( fp5 = fopen("end_time","r")) == NULL ){
printf("\n Can't open END TIME");
exit(0);
)

fscanf(fp5, "%s", time_buf);
settextposition(5,72);
outtext(time buf);

if (( fp6 = fopen("time_int","r")) == NULL )(
printf("\n Can't open TIME INT");
exit(0);
)

fscanf(fp6,"%d", &intvl);
settextcolor(13);
settextposition(23,5);

iprintf(char_buf,"%2d",intv1);
outtext(char_buf);

if (( fp9 = fopen("mid_time","r")) == NULL )
no_mid_time = 1;

if ( no_midtime != 1 ){
ifor ( = 0 ; i < 5 ; i++ ) (

_settextcolor(10);
fscanf(fp9, "%s", time_buf);
settextposition(21, 23 + i * 12 );
outtext(time_buf);

_settextcolor(14);
fscanf(fp9, "%s", date_buf);
_settextposition(22, 23 + i * 12 );
outtext(date buf);

)

i = fcloseall();

}

84
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/************************************************/
/* This function draws the basic screen for */
/* displaying the recorded network history. */
/************************************************/
Histgrim()

setvideomode(_ERESCOLOR);
setbkcolor(_BLUE);

/* PRINT "NETWORK HISTORY" */
settextcolor(11);

_settextposition(2,31);
_outtext( "NETWORK HISTORY");

/* TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKETS PER TIME INTERVAL */
settextcolor(12);
settextposition(4,3);

_outtext(" Total No. of Packets");
settextposition(5,3);

_outtext( "Per Each Time Interval");
_settextcolor(14);
_settextposition(4,47);
_outtext( "Start Time =");
settextposition(5,47);
settextcolor(10);

_outtext( "Finish Time =");
settextposition(22,3);
settextcolor(14);

_outtext( "Each Interval ");
settextposition(23,3);

_outtext( " = Minute(s)");

/* LAST LINE FOR SELECTING A KEY */
settextposition(25,20);

_settextcolor(14);
outtext("Press any key to quit Network History.");

/* X-Y AXES AND POINTS FOR GRAPH */
setcolor(12);

_moveto(97,75);
lineto(100,75);

_lineto(100,275);
_moveto(97,115);
lineto(100,115);
moveto(97,155);
lineto(100,155);

_moveto(97,195);
_lineto(100,195);
_moveto(97,235);
_lineto(100,235);
_moveto(97,275);
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_lineto(600,275);
_moveto(200,273);
lineto(200,277);

_moveto(300,273);
lineto(300,277);

_moveto(400,273);
lineto(400,277);

_moveto(500,273);
_lineto(500,277);
_moveto(600,273);
_lineto(600,277);

/* DOTTED LINES FOR EASY LOOK */
_setlinestyle(1);
_moveto(100,75);
lineto(600,75);

_moveto(100,115);
lineto(600,115);

_moveto(100,155);
_lineto(600,155);
_moveto(100,195);
lineto(600,195);

_moveto(100,235);
_lineto(600,235);
_moveto(200,75);
_lineto(200,275);
_moveto(300,75);
lineto(300,275);

_moveto(400,75);
lineto(400,275);

_moveto(500,75);
lineto(500,275);

_moveto(600,75);
lineto(600,275);

_setlinestyle(Oxffff);
_moveto(600,75);
lineto(600,75);

/* VALUES FOR X AXIS */
settextcolor(12);
settextposition(23,22);
outtext("100 intv1");
settextposition(23,34);

_outtext( "200 intvl ");
settextposition(23,47);

_outtext( "300 intvl ");
settextposition(23,59);

_outtext( "400 intvl ");
settextposition(23,71);

_outtext( "500 intvl ");

/* OUTER BOX */
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_setcolor(12);
_moveto(0,0);
lineto(0,349);
lineto(639,349);
lineto(639,0);
lineto(0,0);

_moveto(1,1);
lineto(1,348);
lineto(638,348);
lineto(638,1);
lineto(1,1);

/* FIRST HOR. DOUBLE LINE */
_moveto(0,35);
_lineto(639,35);
_moveto(0,37);
_lineto(639,37);

_moveto(0,326);
_lineto(639,326);
_moveto(0,328);
_lineto(639,328);

/************************************************/
/* This structure is used when the system gets */
/* a character from keyboard. */
/************************************************/
struct SCANCODE readkey()
{

union REGS reg;
struct SCANCODE scancode;

reg.h.ah = GETCHAR;
int86(KEYINTR, &reg, &reg);
scancode.ascii = reg.h.al;
scancode.scan = reg.h.ah;
return(scancode);

/************************************************/
/* This function reads various data from files */
/* and prepare to draw a graph according to */
/* the data and draws the graph. */
/************************************************/
Dr_graph()
{

int i, endcnt;
long int dvisor, pkt_no, max_no = 0, hi_val, act_val;
char outbuf[7];
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if (( fp7 = fopen("intvl_no","r")) == NULL ){
printf("\n Can't open INTVL_CNT");
exit(0);
)

fscanf(fp7, "%d", &endcnt);
fclose(fp7);
if ( endcnt > 500 ) endcnt = 500;

if (( fp8 = fopen("net_hist","r")) == NULL ){
printf("\n Can't open NET_HIST");
exit (0) ;
)

for ( i = 1 ; i <= endcnt ; i++ )(
if ( fscanf(fp8, "%6U", &pkt_no) == EOF)

break;
if ( pkt_no > max_no)

max_no = pkt_no;
)

fclose(fp8);

if ( max_no <= 1000
if ( max_no > 1000
if ( max_no > 5000
if ( max_no > 10000

dvisor = 100;

) dvisor = 1;
&& max_no <= 5000) dvisor = 5;
&& max_no <= 10000) dvisor = 10;
&& max_no <= 100000 )

if ( max_no > 100000 && max_no <= 1000000)
dvisor = 1000;

if ( max_no > 1000000 ) {

printf("\n Too many packets !!!
I can't handle.");

exit(0) ;
)

hi_val = dvisor * 1000;
settextcolor(10);
settextposition(6,6);

sprintf(outbuf,"%ld", hi_val);
outtext(outbuf);

settextposition(20,11);
outtext("0");

if (( fp8 = fopen("net_hist","r")) == NULL )(
printf("\n Can't open NET_HIST");
exit(0);
}

sijak = 0;
_setcolor(14);
for ( i = 1 ; i <= endcnt ; i++ )(

if ( fscanf(fp8,"%6U", &pkt_no) == EOF )
break;

act_val = pkt_no / dvisor;
Grim(i, act_val);
sijak = 1;
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}

)

/************************************************/
/* This function is a mapping function for */

/* drawing a point in EGA screen ( 640 * 350 ) */
/* This function is invoked in Dr graph(). */
/************************************************/
Grim(j,num)
int j;
long int num;
{

if (sijak)
_lineto(100 + j, 275 - (num / 5) );

else
_moveto(100 + j, 275 - (num / 5) );

)

/************************************************/
/* This is the end of network history showing */
/* function. < Chung Min Park > */
/************************************************/

A.2.2 New Functions Added to NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.0

(A) NETWATCH.0

main(){

case

case

'H':

'h':
clear_lines(0,25);
write string(header, 0, 0, UNDER);
inv25T);
pr25(0, "ON RECORDING:");
clear25 = 3;
Recording = 1;
Interval = 0;
while( Interval < 1 II Interval >
setcurs(1,1,0);
printf("\n
setcurs(1,1,0);
printf("\n Enter Time Interval in

1) ;

scanf("%d", &Interval);
if (Interval < 1 II Interval > 60
)

60 ) {

);

Minute(s)(1-60):

) printf("\a");
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int_sec = interval * 60;

if (( fp6 = fopen("time_int","w"))==NULL)(
printf("\n Can't open TIME_INT");
exit(0);
}

fprintf(fp6, "%d", Interval);

if ((fp2 = fopen(beg_date","w")) == NULL ){
printf("\n Can't open BEG_DATE");
exit (0) ;
)

_strdate(date_buf);
fprintf(fp2, "%s", date_buf);

if ((fp3 = fopen("beg_time","w")) == NULL )(
printf("\n Can't open BEG_TIME");
exit(0);
}

_strtime(time_buf);
fprintf(fp3, "%s", time_buf);
fcloseall();
break;

case 'X':

case 'x':
Recording = 0;
inv25();
pr25(0, "Recording Stopped );
clear25 = 10;

if ((fp7 = fopen("intvl_no","w")) == NULL )(
printf("\n Can't open INTVL_NO");
exit(0);
)

fprintf(fp7, "%d", Totlntvl);

if ((fp4 = fopen("end_date","w")) == NULL)(
printf("\n Can't open END_DATE");
exit (0) ;

)

_strdate(date_buf);
fprintf(fp4, "%s", date_buf);

if (( fp5 = fopen("end time","w")) == NULL )(
printf("\n Can't open END TIME");
exit(0);
)

strtime(time buf);
Tprintf(fp5, 7%s", time_buf);

fcloseal1();
break;
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setcurs(row, col, page)
unsigned char row, col, page;
{

union REGS reg;

reg.h.ah = SETCURSOR;
reg.h.dh = row;
reg.h.dl = col;
reg.h.bh = page;
int86(VIDEO, &reg, &reg);

}

(b) DISPLAY.0

#include <time.h>
#include <malloc.h>

long int PktPerintvl = 0;
int Restart = 1;
time_t tstart, tstop;
double t_used;
int Totlntvl = 0;
FILE *fp8, *fp9;
extern int int sec, Interval, Recording;
char ch = '\n';

WatchDeMux(pkt, cbEtherData)(

char date_buf[9], time_buf[9];
size_t max_bytes;

=cr '\n';

if (Recording)(
PktPerintvl + +;

inv25();
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if (Restart)
( time(&tstart);

Restart = 0;
}

else
time(&tstop);

sprintf(buffer, "PRESS X TO STOP:%2d Min(s),
%d Repeat %6U Intvl Pkt %8U Pkt ",
Interval,TotIntv1+1,PktPerIntvl,npackets);

wr_string(buffer, 24,1,INVERT);

t_used = difftime(tstop, tstart);

if (t_used > intsec)(
Restart = 1;
Totlntvl + +;

if ((fp8 = fopen("net_hist","a")) == NULL)(
printf("\n Can't open NET_HIST");
exit (0) ;

fprintf(fp8, "%8U", PktPerintvl);
PktPerintvl = 0;

if (Totlntvl == Totlntvl / 100 * 100 )(
if ((fp9 = fopen("mid time","a"))==NULL)(

printf("\n Can't open MID_TIME");
exit(0);

strtime(time buf);
Tprintf(fp9, " %s %c ", time_buf, cr);
strdate(date buf);

Tprintf(fp9, .%s"c", date_buf,cr);
}

fcloseall();
)

else (
sprintf(buffer, "PRESS 'H' TO START HISTORY \

RECORDING.");
wr_string(buffer, 24, 1, INVERT);
sprintf(buffer, "%8U packets", npackets);
wr_string(buffer, 24, 50, INVERT);

/*********************************************/
/* This is the end of new added functions */
/* to NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.0 of Network */
/* History Recording Function. */
/*********************************************/
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Appendix B: GEMS User's Guide

B.1 Network Monitoring Function

B.1.1 Compiling and Linking

Before compiling the program, the Microsoft C Compiler

version 4.0 or higher, including the include files and the

library functions, should be properly installed. SU-PC/IP

also provides its own include files and library functions.

Since Microsoft C does not allow multiple paths for the

include files and the library functions, the include files

and the library functions of both the Microsoft C Compiler

and SU-PC/IP should be placed within the same directories,

e.g., C:\INCLUDE, and C:\LIBRARY. This poses a problem

since some of the include files of the Microsoft C Compiler

and SU-PC/IP are identically named. This problem was solved

by overwriting the include files of Microsoft C Compiler

with those of SU-PC/IP, attributing the higher priority to

the latter. After adding the functions to NETWATCH.0 and

DISPLAY.C, the original six network programs and GEM.0 are

compiled and linked with following commands:

(1) cl /c /Gs /DDEBUG filename;

(2) link netwatch display time screen in_stub test gem,

netmonit glue vt100 net wether task pc

/STACK:10000 /NOI
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Users may use the makefile that comes with SU-PC/IP after

some modifications are made.

B.1.2 Executing Network Monitoring Function

After compiling, linking, and customization of the pro-

grams are completed, NETNOMIT.EXE is ready for execution.

Enter "NETMONIT", and hit the return key. Network

information is displayed line-by-line. When "G" (or "g") is

entered, GEMS network monitoring function is initiated. It

asks the user to select two hosts from the table and to

enter the length of the time interval in minutes. The user

may then leave the GEMS screen by pressing "1", as indicated

on the bottom line of the screen display. In NETWATCH mode,

GEMS displays, on the 25th line, the length of the time

interval, interval number, and prints numbers counted for

packets both sent and received by the two selected hosts for

the time interval. It also shows the number of IP and iPX

packets which have arrived for the time interval. To

return to the GEMS screen from NETWATCH mode, enter "G" (or

"g") again. That is, the screen toggles between GEMS and

NETWATCH screen modes by pressing either "G" (or "g") or

"1", respectively. There is one thing that users MUST

remember. A file which has names and IP addresses of hosts

connected to the network should be placed in the same

directory with "NETHIST.EXE". The file "HOSTNAME" should be

edited in the following way:

(1) Open an editor.

(2) Enter a serial number and IP address, and press the
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return key.

(3) Enter the corresponding host name and press the

return key.

(4) Repeat step (2) and (3) until all entries are

entered.

(5) Save the file in ASCII text format and exit.

B.2 Network History Recording Function

B.2.1 Compiling and Linking

For this function, there is no separate C program. The

original six functions with the addition of the new func-

tions to NETWATCH.0 and DISPLAY.0 are compiled and linked.

Users, therefore, can use the makefile with just one change:

a file name for NETWATCH.EXE should be changed to

NETHIST.EXE. Or, users can invoke the following commands:

(1) cl /c /Gs /DDEBUG filename ;

(2) link netwatch display time screen in_stub test,

netmonit glue vt100 net wether task pc

/STACK:10000 /NOI

B.2.2 Executing Recording Function

Enter "NETHIST" and hit the return key. Press "H" (or

"h" and enter the length of the time interval in minutes in

order to begin the recording. Recording can be ended by

entering "X" (or "x"). Results can be viewed by executing

"SHOWHIST.EXE", which reads data file NET_HIST and other

files, and draws the graph. When "NETHIST.EXE" is executed

again, the "NET_HIST" and "MID_TIME" files MUST be deleted
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before execution because new data may be appended to the old

file while the program is running. Users can make a batch

file to delete/rename the "NET_HIST" and "MID_TIME" file and

execute "NETHIST.EXE".


